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A descriptive inventory, with various drawings and photographs, of greater than 3,500 stone
vases from the Minoan civilisation of historical Crete. With few exceptions, Dr Warren has
studied the vases in corpora. He arranges them into types, discusses many of the stones used
and their sources, tools of manufacture, the possible utilization and goal of the vases, and their
relation to steel and clay vessels. a distinct research is made from the recognized vases Minoan
Stone Vases sporting scenes in relief. the ultimate part summarises the historical past and
stylistic improvement of the vases, and discusses the types, relationship and distribution of
these that have been exported. Dr Warren additionally documents Egyptian and SyroPalestinian vases imported into Crete, due to the fact those are a part Minoan Stone Vases of
the corpus of stone vase fabric within the island and supply invaluable symptoms of the
overseas alternate of the Minoans.
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